Abstract -A technique for detecting the pitches of a polyphonic signal of presented. The system utilises modified IIR comb filters, which are generated to ensure that n null (stop band notches) exists ut multiples of note fiequencies, and that a v e v j l a t pass band is present in the remain of the spectrum. Thw, the signal spectrum is not distorted after applying thejilters 60 the audio signal, which is the cme when using FIR combfilters. The presented approach improves upon an existing multi pitch detection model bared on an FIR comb filter framework,
INTRODUCTION
Pitch detection is the core of music transcription systems, and despite the extensive research that has been undertaken in recent years, pitch estimation still remains an open field of research. There are several approaches that deal with the pitch detection problem in monophonic recordings as cepstnun [I, 21, comb filters [3] or time domain autocorrelation methods 141. Recently, other approaches have also been utilised for polyphonic recordings as auditory models Moorer implemented a pioneering technique that utilises FIR comb filters for the purpose of detecting pitches in monophonic speech recordings [3] , and also for detecting guitar chords [14], by observing at the delay which produces a minimum in the output signal. In [7], Miwa also utilise FIR comb filters for music transcription. He built 12 comb filters? one for each note of the octave 3, where the first nul1 (dip) of each FIR comb filter matches exactly the frequency of a different note of the third octave. Then, all the filters are connected in cascade, and the filter which produces a zero output represents the detected note. In [8], to avoid the signal amplitude alteration caused by applying FIR comb filters in cascade, the authors use a bank of parallel FIR comb filters (one per note in the third octave). However, in ~3 1 .
the context of rich polyphonic audio, this can lead to spurious pitch detections, since the magnitude of the FIR comb filter frequency response is not flat in between the filter nulls. In order to avoid that amplitude distortion, the proposed multi pitch estimator utilizes a modified comb filter that has a very flat pass band between the nulls. The same filter has been utilised in [13] to remove harmonic interferences.
Section 2 focuses on the comb filter theory. In section 3 the main characteristics of the proposed pitch detection system are described. Some results which validate the approach are shown in section 4 and finally, some conclusions and W h e r work are discussed in section 5.
COMB FILTERS THEORY

FIR comb filters
By using FIR comb filters, the comb spectral shape can be obtained by summing an input signal x[n) with a delayed version of the same signal x[n] [15] . The FIR comb filter transfer fimction is as follows:
where g is a factor which scales the gain of the filter between I+g and 1-g, and D is the delay in samples.
The comb effect results from phase cancellation and summation between the delayed and undeiayed signal. This can be appreciated in degree shift between the original and delayed signal causing cancellation, which produces nulls in the filter magnitude response at frequencies: 11025, 22050,33075 and 44100 Hz.
Modified mZ comb filter.
In order to avoid the signal amplitude alteration caused by the FIR comb filter, the authors in [13] introduced a zero for every pole in the fiequency response of equation 1. Thus, the fiequency response of the modified comb filter becomes:
where W p <lis a stability condition The kequency response of the modified W filter is depicted in Fig. 2 , where it can be appreciated that the filter pass-band is very flat.
PITCH DETECTION SYSTEM
The proposed pitch detection system is based on the bank of parallel FIR comb filters system that was proposed in [8]. The authors generated 12 FIR comb filters, one for each note of the octave, where the first filter null matches accurately the fkequency of a different note of an octave. (see Fig. 3 ). Then, all the filters are applied to the input signal, and the filter which produces an amplitude minimum represents the detected note. Next, the existence of other notes in the audio signal is investigated. This is performed by iteratively connecting the output of the filter that has produced the minimum with the input of the parallel comb filters system, and the same filtering process is repeated again until ail the notes have been extracted. 
-
Fig. 3. Parallel comb filters system
To perform the filtering process, different filters were investigated. In [SI, the authors used standard FIR comb filters. However, the amplitude filter response of those filters substantially alters the remaining components of the spectrum. Considering   Fig. 4 , where an audio signal with notes C4 and E4 playing together is depicted, it can be appreciated that the FIR comb filter, which is depicted using a dashed line, filters the harmonics of C4, but also distorts the harmonics of E4.
In order to obtain a flat response between the filter nulls, the filters introduced in section 2.2 [13] can be utilised, which signicantly preserve the remaining spectrum after filtering. This is crucial in the context of rich polyphonic transcription. However, musical notes are usually represented in the frequency domain by more than one kequency bin. This is the case when the frequency of the analysing signal does not correspond to the FFT basis functions, the signal has been windowed before applying the FFT, the note was played using a vibrato effect, or the signal contains inharmonicities or fiequency modulations.
In Fig. 4 , it can be appreciated that the modified TlR comb filter (which i s depicted using a solid line) nulls coincide with the frequencies of the harmonic peaks without changing the amplitude of the E4 harmonics. However, because the sharpness of the filter notchs, a considerable amount of energy that Ideally, we would like to preserve the filter notch sharpness of the W modified comb filter in order to accurately isolate the harmonics of the polyphony, a flat pass-band response between filter nulls to do not alter the amplitude of the unfiltered harmonics, and a relatively wide filter null for the purpose of extracting the entire energy of the harmonic. 
H'(2) = H(Z)''I (4)
where H(z) is the frequency response of equation 3.
The fiequency response of these proposed filters is depicted in Fig. 5 , where it can be appreciated that the null gets wider as m is increased, but with the additional cost of a less sharp filter stop-band .
RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, synthetic signals were utilised to compose a wide range of monophonic and polyphonic signals. The sampling rate used was equal to 44100. The results were compared against the system developed in [SI, which is the most relevant multi pitch detector by using comb filters.
The modified W comb filters utilised were generated p = 0.999, and m = 4.
Test 1: monophonic signals
The test material consited on a database of the 12 semitones of the fourth octave. The results for both systems are illustrated in the first row of Table 1, where it can be appreciated that both systems behave very well, detecting correctly all the notes. 
Test 2: two note polyphonic signals
All the realisable two note mixes derived from the note C were analysed, which are following:
[CC#, CD, CD#, CE, CF, CF#, CG, CG#, CA, CA#,
CBI
The results can be appreciated in the second row of Table 1 . The proposed system detected all the notes. However, the FIR approach missed two notes, detecting incorrectly CD and CG as C#D and GG# respectively.
Test 3: three note chords
The detection of four common 3 note chords was investigated in this test. The proposed system again detected correctly all notes present in the polyphony. The FIR system missed two notes, detecting C,E,G and C,D#,G as C,C#,G and C,G#,G respectively. In the rich musical context of four note chords, the proposed system detected correctly 3 of 4 chords. However, the system missed 2 notes in one chord, transcribing C,D#,F#, A as C,D#,G, A#. However, this result improves the FIR system, which only detects correctly one chord, transcribing C,E,G, A#. C,D#,F#, A and C,D#,G, A # as C,E,G, F#, C,C#,G, A and C,D#,B, A # respectively.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper, a multi-pitch estimator is presented, The system utilises modified W comb filters, providing better pitch detection results than the most relevant existing FIR comb filter method.
This improvement was obtained by using W filters, which have a good compromise between the notch sharpness, the pass-band response flatness and the width of the filter null. The results were very encouraging, since the system was capable of detection all the notes in 3 note chords, and 87.5 % in 4 note chords.
However, the system is computationally very intense. In order to improve the speed, polyphase filters can be considered as an area of future work.
Atso, unexpected kequency components that occur during the onset part of a musical signal, can affect the detection of the multi pitch estimator. Thus, by using an onset detector, the MPE could be notified whether the part of the signal that it being analyzed contains an onset. Thus, the multi pitch estimations will only arise during the harmonic part of the signal. 
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